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RHYTHM (Beat; Tempo)
MOVING; LISTENING; DESCRIBING; CREATING; RELATING

Grades K-2

Lesson #1: Flowers and Bees! (Fast Tempo & Quick Notes)

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing or] moving to music. 
B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of cultures. 
E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, voices, ensembles and musical forms. 
F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live and] recorded performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Common Core Connections (language arts or math)
vocabulary: bee, bumblebee, yellowjacket, wasp, pathway, levels, tempo

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
Music can sound like things in nature; I can move to fast music that uses quick notes or a fast 
tempo. I know the name of a famous piece of music about a bumblebee, written for an orchestra 
to play.

Student Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
Students will listen and describe music. Students will move and respond to the quick notes and 
fast tempo of the music. 

Materials:
• recording of “Flight of the Bumblebee” by Nikolai Rimsky–Korsakov
• large space for movement
• “Flight of the Bumblebee” (K–2) stick puppets or stickers (optional)
• large crepe paper or artificial flowers (optional)
• Play-along Page for Flight of the Bumblebee, (K–2)

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=25
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Bee_on_a_stick_cutout.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Flight_of_Bumblebee_Play-along.pdf
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Sequence:
1. Tell the class to raise their hand if they recognize this very famous piece of classical music 
and know the name of it. Play the opening of the recording of Flight of the Bumblebee by 
Rimsky–Korsakov. “What do you think this music sounds like?” (share responses) “What insect 
do you think this music sounds like?” (a bee) “Why?” (Because the music sounds like something 
fast buzzing around.) Share responses. “This music has quick notes played at a fast speed. 
What is the word that refers to the speed of the beat in music?” (tempo) “What do we call the 
type of music group that played the music on this recording?” (an orchestra) Explain the main 
difference between a band and an orchestra: an orchestra includes string instruments.

2. Ask students to play the steady beat along with you as the Leader, gently and lightly in their 
laps, using “spider fingers” (the tips of their fingers), to the quick tempo of the music. “Do what 
I do.” Play the entire recording (0:00–1:33) and pat both hands to the “micro-beat,” beginning 
in your lap and then changing where both hands will pat to other places on the body such as 
shoulders; ears; nose; head; etc. Change body taps to fit the form of the music; change when 
a new section or phrase begins. (Optional: Each student takes a turn as the Leader for 16-
beat segments; the teacher uses an aural cue, such as playing a triangle, to signal that it is 
the next person in the circle’s turn to be Leader. Everyone else follows the Leader and joins 
in keeping the steady beat. The teacher can use this activity as individual performance-based 
assessment.*)

3. Seated in a circle, have students choose one of their hands to be a flower and the other 
hand to be a bumblebee (perhaps with just their pointer finger). “As the music plays, let your 
bumblebee fly back and forth from your own flower.” Remind the students to let the music make 
all the sound – the music will do all the buzzing while we move silently.” Let the students try this 
out as you play around 30 seconds of the recording, then pause it. “Now, instead of just visiting 
your own flower, your bumblebee can silently visit a neighbor’s flower – but while we are still 
sitting down.” Resume the recording and play until the end. 

4. “Does anyone have an idea of how our bumblebees could visit other, different flowers?” 
(Share responses.) “Now let’s stand to act it out with our whole bodies.” Have students stand 
up and find a space in the room to move. It is helpful to review any classroom rules and 
expectations regarding movement activities. If necessary, have students show where their 
individual “movement bubble” is, around their body, so as not to bump into anyone else’s bubble. 
“Everyone find their own space to move.”

5. Divide the class into half while they are scattered in their spaces: half will be flowers and will 
need to strike a pose to use their body to be a flower; half will be the bumblebees that visit the 
flowers and pretend to get nectar from them. “Everyone will move silently and let the music do 
the buzzing sound.” 

6. Play the recording from the beginning, until around 40 seconds in (0:40), then pause the 
recording and have students freeze right where they are. “Now everyone switches parts; flowers 
are now bees, and bees are now the flowers.” Resume the recording and play the rest of it.
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7. Encourage the class to use different pathways and levels of motion (high, middle, crouched 
low to ground). Observe student movement responses and utilize the Assessment below as 
you play the recording again, pausing midway to switch roles. (Optional: Use large crepe paper 
flowers and “Flight of the Bumblebee” (K–2) stick puppets as movement props; trade halfway 
through. The children could make these items as a craft at an earlier or later time.)

8. Lastly, use the Play-along Page for “Flight of the Bumblebee” (K–2) and allow students 
to draw or color their own pathways from the bumblebee picture on the left and the flowers 
scattered around as they listen to the piece again.

Closure/Questions:
1. “What can you tell me about the music we moved to today and what we learned about?” 
(Share responses and review by referring to Objectives and Conceptual Learning “I can…” 
statements above.)

2. “Today you need to whisper a ‘password’ as you leave the classroom. Your password is the 
name of the famous piece of music we moved to today.” Assess students’ understanding and 
answers.

Assessment/Evaluation:
Assessment #1:
[Name of Student] can lead the class with his/her non-locomotor movement to the steady beat of 
the music:
 (4)…all of the time (no errors)
 (3)…most of the time (1-2 errors)
 (2)…some of the time (3-4 errors)
 (1)…not yet (5 or more errors, unable to determine independently)

Assessment #2:
[Name of Student] can move his/her whole body: 
 (1–2) (3) (4)
 Not Yet Consistently Most of the Time All of the time
–silently
–using different pathways
–using different levels of motion….

If desired, the teacher can video record the students for a second assessment.

Extensions and Follow-up Lesson:
Science Connection: Lead the class to find out more about bumblebees by looking at a photo 
of a bumblebee in flight at these links (on projected computer screen or SmartBoard):
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bumble_Bee_in_flight.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Bumble_Bee_in_flight.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AD2009Aug08_Bombus_pratorum.jpg

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Bee_on_a_stick_cutout.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Flight_of_Bumblebee_Play-along.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bumble_Bee_in_flight.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Bumble_Bee_in_flight.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AD2009Aug08_Bombus_pratorum.jpg
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Materials Needed:
Medium-size plastic cups; rubber bands [For Kindergarten age, assemble ahead of time]

Procedure:
1. Stretch the rubber band over the plastic cup, length-wise, stretching from the bottom of the 
cup around the top.
2. Invite children to put the bottom of the cup up to their ear with one hand and to pluck the 
rubber band with the other hand, listening to the sound. Share responses to what they hear. 
Have them problem-solve how to make different pitches on the rubber band while plucking it.
3. Read the following information to the children as you display it on the screen (Common Core 
language arts connection):

How do bees make their buzzing sound?
Most people think that the buzzing sound of bees comes from the beating of their wings. The 
sound is actually the result of the bee vibrating its flight muscles, and this can be achieved since 
the muscles are separate from the wings. This is especially important for bumblebees, because 
they must warm up their bodies considerably to get airborne at low temperatures.  
–(Adapted from Wikipedia entry; authorized use of photo.)


